Ascom teleCARE IP® Wireless Bedside Module

As part of the Ascom teleCARE IP solution, the teleCARE IP Wireless Bedside Module is a wall mount wireless call unit for residents to reach out for help.

A senior living facility can use a bedside module anywhere due to the wireless functionality, making it easy to install when and where needed. Reliable and efficient communication between resident and staff helps to enhance the safety and efficiency of care, and helps to improve resident and caregiver satisfaction.

How it works

Our Bedside Modules enable call functionality for the resident at a fixed location. Typical application areas are the resident’s bedroom and living area.

- Place on the wall where needed.
-Assignable functionality to buttons with additional colors and icons for use.
- A resident can generate a service or care request to the caregiver by using the bedside module or via the connected bedside handset.
- A resident can check-in by using the bedside module.
- A caregiver can generate an assistance call to another caregiver.
- A caregiver can cancel a call.
Key Features

- Three customizable buttons with a LED module to fit the organizational workflow
- SafeConnect™ magnetic socket for bedside handset
- Battery operated with a battery life of at least one year and low battery warning notification to staff

Key Benefits

- Easily fits into the organizational workflows for a powerful, flexible and user friendly solution.
- Absence of pins prevents damage to devices, even when plugs are forcefully removed.
- Time and cost saving ability for quick replacement or extension of existing solutions.

Our wireless beside module can be installed anywhere within the senior living facility.

About Ascom

Ascom is a global solutions provider focused on healthcare Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and mobile workflow solutions. The vision of Ascom is to close digital information gaps allowing for the best possible decisions – anytime and anywhere. Ascom’s mission is to provide mission-critical, real-time solutions for highly mobile, ad hoc, and time-sensitive environments. Ascom uses its unique product and solutions portfolio and software architecture capabilities to devise integration and mobilization solutions that provide truly smooth, complete and efficient workflows for healthcare as well as for industry, security and retail sectors. Headquartered in Baar, Switzerland, Ascom has subsidiaries in 15 countries and employs approximately 1,200 people worldwide. Ascom registered shares (ASCN) are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange in Zurich.

The availability, configuration and technical specifications of Ascom products, services and solutions may vary from country to country. Please ask your nearest Ascom representative for further details.
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